I want to...
1

invest
capital

2

buy
insurance

I can enter the Lloyd’s
digital ecosystem through:

3

make
a claim

• My own system

• Dedicated APIs

• A third-party portal

• Lloyds.com

an update
Following on from the Future at Lloyd's Blueprint
One, in February 2020 we published a digital
update on our progress on futureat.lloyds.com.
Blueprint One: Update details the work we
have completed in transition and sets out our
Phase I 2020 delivery priorities.
Market feedback over the past few months
has helped us focus on delivering those parts
of the Future at Lloyd's that create the most
immediate value in 2020. These are: the
complex risk platform (including next generation
PPL); Lloyd's risk exchange (including digital
coverholder solution); and the claims solution.
We are also prioritising the workstreams that
will provide critical parts of the Future at Lloyd's
infrastructure. These are data and technology;
middle and back office, including accounting
and settlement; and lead/follow (modern
syndication of risk).

the capital
solution

syndicate
in a box

Lloyd’s risk
exchange

the complex
risk platform

the claims
solution

to
connect
with:

the services hub

using new
solutions:

• Accounting and settlement

• Data enrichment

• Clause libraries

• Compliance checks
• Reporting and market intelligence

• Regulatory rules engine

• Tax calculator

• Insights, artificial intelligence and analytics

supported by:

We are continuing to deliver the other parts
of the Future at Lloyd's Blueprint One.
Shared technology
infrastructure

Data standards
and governance

Data validation and
quality checks

built upon foundations of change:
Culture
and
people
Lead/follow
(modern syndication
of risk)

A refocused
Corporation
of Lloyd’s

About this infographic
This infographic builds on the previous
image in Blueprint One and shows how the
Future at Lloyd’s will operate. The main
image (left) shows how it will work through
three activities: investing capital, buying
insurance and making a claim.
On the following pages, we represent
these actions in more detail showing
which components and functionality
users will encounter.

1

Invest capital

Investors can register interest
and identify opportunities using:

the capital platform

2a

Buy insurance

2b

Buy insurance

3

(complex risk)

(commoditised risk)

A Lloyd's broker wants
to buy insurance for
their customer

A broker/coverholder
wants to obtain insurance
for their customer
They can use their own system
via an API or the dedicated risk
exchange interface

existing routes
to access the
Lloyd’s risk exchange

They can use their own
system via an API or a market
system (next generation PPL)

to access the complex
risk platform

Make a claim

Brokers and third
parties can enter
through their own
systems via an API

to connect to the
claims solution

in order to:
• Create or update a claim
• View claims information
• Source secondary and
tertiary data

They can add additional data into a data
room in response to underwriters’
questions and can integrate this data
into their own systems via an API

Information in standard
form and data-driven

Syndicates/insurers can:

• Search for products

• Register products for sale

• Get quotes and bind risks

• Define who can sell
their products

• Receive policy
documentation

Make capital
vehicle choices

Alternative capital
structures (ILS)

Brokers/coverholders can:

Existing routes

supported by:
• Improved capital rules and processes
• Enhanced asset management rules
• Relationship managers

Providing multiple
investment
horizons

The broker uses the placement
module to structure risks, match appetites
and visualise progress on placements

• Quote, bind and issue
policy documentation
Underwriters are given access
to the risk data by the broker
and use pricing tools via an
API to price the risk

supported by
shared services:

Tax and regulatory rules

Receive instant quotes, including taxes,
from multiple underwriters using their
own rating engines or Lloyd’s risk
exchange’s rating engine

Data enrichment; centralised
compliance checks service available

Centralised compliance
checks completed

Clause library and document production

Bind risk and generate policy documents
using the clauses library

Accounting and settlement

Premium payment can be made as
soon as the policy has been bound and
distributed to all the parties in the chain

The claims solution offers:
• Automated triaging and routing of claims
• Straight-through processing of simple claims
• Enriched data from external sources
• More efficient and transparent workflow

The broker and underwriters use the
negotiation module to build the contract
using a combination of structured data,
clauses from a library and bespoke clauses

making use of shared platforms to
accelerate claims handling:
• Automated fraud and sanctions checks
• Automated payment function
(including direct to the policyholder)

Tax and regulatory rules

Automatically calculates the tax and
ensures regulatory compliance across
territories at quote and bind

Data enrichment; centralised compliance
checks service available

Centralised compliance
checks completed

Clause library and document production

Generates updated full policy
documentation at bind and
subsequent endorsement

Accounting and settlement

Simplified processes as all values are
automatically calculated and checked
upstream

Claims verification process completed

Claim settled

Real-time payment
following settlement

